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Artspace Warehouse is one of the world's leading galleries for savvy contemporary art collectors. With galleries in Zurich and Los 

Angeles, Artspace Warehouse specializes in guilt-free international urban, figurative, pop, graffiti and abstract art.  

 

ARTEM RYSKIN 

 

Born in Russia in 1990, Artem Ryskin’s artworks are inspired by computer graphics 
and design. His three-dimensional paintings are composed of hundreds, and often 
thousands, of painted screws drilled at different depths into a wood panel. The 
resulting works are a conversation between material and medium where two-
dimensional painting and sculpture converge into a cohesive image. His works 
center around what he feels are the important things in life, such as love, freedom, 
and humor.  
 

After attending art school he worked as graphic designer and art director 
from 2007 to 2015.  For thirteen years, Ryskin envied the freedom of artists 
but was hesitant to commit full-time to his own creative instincts. After 
travelling to different countries, visiting art exhibitions, and moving to 
Barcelona, Spain, Ryskin found inspiration in combining classical with digital.  
 

In his work, Ryskin paradoxically strives for realism with an RGB, or similar 
color-palette. Each hand painted “screw-pixel” resembles a piece of the built-
reality around us - sometimes vivid and colorful, sometimes black. The 
volume in the work is generated by the screws being screwed to different 
depths and the symmetrically aligned vertical hats of each screw. Acrylic 
paint is applied to each individual screw after the creation of the "iron 
skeleton.” 
 

Each work is an attempt to draw parallels between life and its various aspects - to learn something new or to 

revise current experiences. His works have been exhibited and collected throughout Russia, China and the 

United States. 

 
Exhbitions 

2018  Bazar Ruso, Panama City, Panama 

 Affordable Art Fair NYC, NY 

 Palm Springs Fine Art Fair, Palm Springs, CA 

“Generous Impulse,” Artspace Warehouse Los Angeles, 

CA 

2017  Galeria Tamarindo, Panama City, Panama 

 Concept-Market, GIPSY, Moscow, Russia 

 LOFT Lounge Cafe, Izhevsk, Russia 

 Art Revolution, Taipei, finalist 

2016  “Spirit of Art”, Anglican Cathedral, Moscow, Russia 

 “Soulful week’nd”, Soulful Loft, Moscow, Russia 

 “Сolor Kaleidoscope”, Vincent Art Gallery, Moscow, 

Russia 

 “MANSARD”, Samotekaloft, Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Publications 

NYC Phoenix Art 

Artifex.ru 

YAM 

Mishaksound.com 
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